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MAHLER (1860-1911) Symphony No. 2 in C minor “Resurrection”

I. Allegro maestoso
II. Andante moderato
III. In ruhig fließender Bewegung
IV. Urlicht
V. Im Tempo des Scherzos

MS. Saffer, MS. Phillips
MASTERWORKS CHORUS OF THE CHORAL ART SOCIETY

These concerts are made possible with corporate support from PowerPay, generous underwriting support from Albert & Judith Glickman and Jonathan & Helaine Ayers, as well as guest artist underwriting support from Judy & Peter Haynes and Sam & Judy Parkhill.

Please join Maestro Moody for our PostConcert Q&A in Merrill Auditorium immediately following the performance.

This concert will be broadcast on MPBN’s MaineStage on Wednesday, June 9, 2010.
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